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Teachers Two

Tadpole-to-Frog Craftivity
Let your kids explore the metamorphosis of a tadpole
turning into a frog with this craftivity.

Materials needed







One copy per child of Tadpole-to-Frog sheets one and
two (pages 3 and 4 here)
Scissors
Hole punches
Crayons (to add details and personalize frogs—
optional).
5 brass fasteners per child.
25 mm wiggle eyes (optional)

Instructions
1) Hand out Tadpole-to-Frog pages 1 and 2.
2) Instruct students to cut out pieces.
3) Instruct students (or have adult volunteer) punch 5
holes around body, and 1 hole on each extremity
(indicated by small circles).
4) Instruct students to line up holes to attach extremities to the frog
body, and attach with fastener. (Keep frog body to the front or top.)
5) Glue wiggle eyes to frog (optional).
6) Color frog to add details and personalize (optional).
7) Together, rotate extremities of frog behind its body to hide them.
Then pull out the tail, creating a tadpole. Pull out back legs to form
a pollywog. Pull out front legs, and hide tail behind body to form a
frog.
*This pattern could also be enlarged on a copier and laminated to
create a larger scale tadpole/frog which could be taped together over
and over and used by the teacher to demonstrate the metamorphosis of
a frog. It could also be used to create a flannel board “story time.”

Tadpole-to-Frog template page 1— Body and Back Legs

Tadpole-to-Frog Template page 2— Front Legs and Tail

Thank you for downloading our
Tadpole-to-Frog Craftivity
If you like this, you may like the unit it comes from:
Animal Families
If you are happy with this project, please leave feedback on the
Teachers Pay Teachers site.
If you have suggestions on how to make this unit better, we’d
love to hear from you. Please email us at
TeachersII@yahoo.com and send us your ideas.
Thank you so much!
Fonts used in this unit are TW Cent MT and Kristen ITC.
Puzzles and artwork are original, copyrighted material.

Teachers Two are friends who have been collaborating
for more than a decade to bring our best to students.
Linda’s enthusiasm for Jen’s puzzles is second only to the
kids’, while Jen oohs and ahhs over Linda’s artwork.
Together, we hope you feel our work is helpful to you.
Coming soon:
Biomes: Life in the Desert for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Math, Literacy, and Science Color Unit for K-3rd grades
which will include a science experiment that allows students to
refract light into the color spectrum—a rainbow!

